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The 21-Day Sugar Detox is a clear-cut, effective, whole-foods-based nutrition action plan that

will reset your body and your habits! Tens of thousands of people have already used this

groundbreaking guide to shatter the vicious sugar stronghold. Now it's your turn!Use the easy-

to-follow meal plans and more than 90 simple recipes in this book to bust a lifetime of sugar

and carb cravings in just three weeks. Three levels of the program make it approachable for

anyone, whether you're starting from scratch or from a gluten-free, grain-free, and/or Paleo/

primal lifestyle.The 21-Day Sugar Detox even includes special modifications for athletes

(endurance, CrossFit, HIIT-style, and beyond), pregnant/nursing moms, pescetarians, and

people with autoimmune conditions.What you'll experience on this program will be different

from a lot of other "diet" programs out there that promote extremely restricted eating;

encourage you to consume only shakes, juices, or smoothies; or rely heavily on supplements

and very-low-calorie or very-low-fat diets to ensure success. The goal of any detox program

should be to support your body in naturally cleansing itself of substances that create negative

health effects—and that's exactly what The 21-Day Sugar Detox does.By focusing on quality

protein, healthy fats, and good carbs, this program will help you change not only the foods you

eat, but also your habits around food, and even the way your palate reacts to sweet foods.

You'll likely complete the program and continue eating this way much of the time thereafter

because you'll feel so amazing. After changing your everyday eating habits, you will begin to

gain a new understanding of how food works in your body—and just how much nutrition affects

your entire life. There's no reason to wait!SUGAR IS TAKING OVER OUR LIVES.But why? And

is it only those sweet, refined white crystals that are causing us problems, or could there be

more to the story?Let's be honest: The problem isn't just sugar itself. It's the refined, nutrient-

poor carbohydrates that carry tons of calories, but no real nutrition. In our world, these are the

easiest foods to grab on the go, but they leave us fat, sick, tired, and downright unhappy.The

effect that sugar, "hidden" carbs, and refined, processed foods have on our bodies goes far

beyond our waistlines. We can't focus, we can't sleep, we have irrational mid-afternoon

cravings, and we can't even make it through the day without wanting—or needing—to prop up

our energy levels with caffeine or even more sugar! What can we do to break free from this

cycle? The 21-Day Sugar Detox is here to help.

"My eating habits had gotten out of control—I was binge-eating late at night because I had

spent the day eating as little as possible. The 21DSD made me realize that you don't have to

be hungry to see results!"—Alex T., New Zealand"After reading rave reviews, I gave [The

21DSD] a try, and I loved it! After about a week, my cravings for sugar were nil, I was no longer

waking up at 4am starving, and I had a lot more energy—no more dragging myself through the

day with huge amounts of coffee!"—Sasha B., Washington"I am so thankful for the information

and support this program provided me. It literally changed my relationship with sweets and

helped me regain my health."—Keri B., Missouri"The 21-Day Sugar Detox was very difficult for

me, but I was losing weight for the first time in years! And now I know exactly what foods I must

avoid in order to continue dropping the pounds. I'm so glad I gave it a try!"—Laurie K.,

Utah"Ever try to abandon sugar and carbohydrates cold turkey? Then you know that it just

doesn't work—the cravings always come back. But in The 21-Day Sugar Detox: Bust Sugar &

Carb Cravings Naturally, author Diane Sanfilippo offers an easy-to-follow meal plan that'll wean



you off unhealthy sweets…" —Women's Health Magazine"I'm a faithful fan of Diane Sanfilippo

and her 21 Day Sugar Detox. I really truly believe it was instrumental in jump starting my path

to healthy living. I do not believe I could have successfully lost nearly 90 pounds without first

squashing my sugar cravings. I am very happy to have been given the chance to pour over the

new 21 Day Sugar Detox BOOK before it was even available in stores and to tell you what I

think." —author of popular website ohrheally"Diane has crafted a dynamic diet detox book that

can help you kick the sugar habit in less than a month: The 21-Day Sugar Detox: Bust Sugar &

Carb Cravings Naturally…But you don't have to be a Paleo fan to benefit from her new book.

All you need to have is a desire and willingness to improve your health by improving your diet."

—Joanne Eglash, The Examiner"The book is laid out in an easy-to-read, aesthetically-pleasing

way. Diane doesn't SHAME you for eating sugar, no way! She even shares her own personal

history with sugar! Then she explains what sugar does in your body and why it can be helpful

to pay attention to your intake. There is SO much structure if that's what you like, and SO much

flexibility if that's your game! You can either follow a meal plan or just follow the Yes/No Food

List. Or a bit of both!" —Sassy Celiac --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition

of this title.About the AuthorDiane Sanfilippo holds a BS from Syracuse University and is a

Certified Nutrition Consultant who specializes in blood sugar regulation and digestive health.

She is the New York Times best-selling author of Practical Paleo: A Customized Approach to

Health and a Whole-Foods Lifestyle. Diane writes the popular health blog Balanced Bites

(balancedbites.com), teaches nutrition seminars nationwide, and has a top-rated weekly health

podcast, The Balanced Bites Podcast.After years of fat-fearing, point-counting, undereating,

and over-exercising to lose weight, Diane felt awful. But everything began to change when she

learned that eating more balanced meals that focus on adequate protein, plenty of fat, and lots

of veggies could help her feel better. Her own journey, years of holistic nutritional studies, and

half a decade working with clients led her to develop The 21-Day Sugar Detox as a way to help

others jump-start the process of kicking sugar and carb cravings and get off the blood sugar

roller-coaster. Thousands of people have successfully completed the program, and Diane looks

forward to guiding the readers of her book through the process of liberating themselves from

the chains of sugar. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Lauren V, “A+++ Program!. This was a GREAT program for me! My doctor had mentioned the

term "pre-diabetic" to me one too many times and I knew I had to start taking it seriously. My

initial goal was to give up carbs and sugar on my own, but I don't think I was being realistic - I

didn't know which foods to give up (besides the obvious candy, pastries, etc) and which were

okay to keep eating. I didn't have a true understanding of how simple carbs and sugar affect

your body, nor did I know what the right foods could do FOR your body. Needless to say, my

efforts to do this on my own failed within days. A friend of mine happened to share online that

she had completed this program, and she raved about it - how much better she felt, physically

and emotionally, how much better she was sleeping, etc. I read the synopsis, ordered the book,

and decided I could do it. AND I DID! I am currently 26 days free of carbs and processed sugar.

I went to lunch with my husband the other day and our server offered to bring us bread. It was

my first opportunity, post-detox, to have bread. Maybe a minute after she walked away from our

table I told my husband I didn't want to eat the bread - and I meant it, and when she brought

the bread, I didn't eat it. I seem to have a whole new mentality these days - I tell myself, "It's

not worth it." It's not even something I really have to think about anymore - the 21 days was

enough, for me, to make this a lifestyle change and my new normal. The book tells you

everything you need to know - what to eat and what not to eat, what to cut out of your diet

because of artificial sweeteners, what to substitute, what to order if you're in a restaurant

during the detox ... You are never on your own during the detox as long as your book is nearby.

You'll learn as you read how to prepare for the detox and what to expect while you're on it.

Everything is simple and clear, easy to understand, and easy to follow. If I could offer only one

piece of advice to someone doing this detox, it would be this: Be prepared. Cook meals ahead

if you need to, stock up on the snacks that the detox allows, take ALL THE FOOD when you go

to work so that you have options. The best way I found to beat temptation was to have

something healthy nearby to eat instead. I've had lots of friends tell me, "I could never do this. I

would fail." If that's what you're thinking, too, let me say this - you CAN do it. You CAN succeed.

You CAN change. I was the ultimate glutton when it came to sweets and bread, and my body

has suffered for it. I don't want to hear my doctor say "pre-diabetic" ever again, and this book

helped me start the journey to a healthier lifestyle. I can't recommend it enough!”

Amelia Song, “It has been the best thing that we’ve ever done. My husband and I started this

program near the end of last year. It has been the best thing that we’ve ever done. Cutting out

sugars has completely reset our bodies and metabolisms. He’s lost over 60 pounds and is at

his lowest, healthiest weight and I’ve lost over 50! You definitely need to be in the mindset that



you’re ready to start healthy habits and break bad ones. It’s pretty simple, eating whole foods,

cutting out sugars and processed foods. It’s been really incredible and has made such a

massive difference in our overall health, energy and life!”

Liz, “This is great!. I LOVE this book! The 21-DSD introduced me to the Paleo lifestyle back in

May, which I now use as a guide to healthy eating. I definitely noticed less cravings when I did

the program, and more importantly, no more of that "so hungry I'm going to be sick" feeling at

10:30am! I was never starving or depriving myself, and I unintentionally lost about 7 pounds

(which never came back). I appreciate the science included so that I understand some of the

recommendations. Most importantly, the recipes are great! I have continued to use them (apple

crumble, tortilla-less soup, smoothies). By far my favorite are the Asian meatballs with the bok

choy slaw...I'm mad that I've had this book for 7 months and didn't make these before last

night! Even if I don't do another 21-DSD, the recipes alone are worthwhile. Diane really nails

the flavor combinations!”

Dan Barrett, “Very good. Bought for my other half and she's reading it. Tempted to mark it

down as there's not much sugary stuff in the house anymore.”

M. Myerscough, “Getting off sugar is probably one of the best things you can do for yourself

and this book .... Getting off sugar is probably one of the best things you can do for yourself

and this book makes it easy! Cleared an arthritic joint using this detox which is no small thing.”

natalie homer, “Well worth it. Great book-loads if information”

Christina Macleod, “Great book. Great book - easy recipes that translate to the english

situation easily -  I have made a few and they have been delicious”

Aimee, “I regularly do sugar cleanses and the recipes in this book are amazing!!. One of my

bibles! I regularly do sugar cleanses and the recipes in this book are amazing!!”

The book by BookSumo Press has a rating of 5 out of 4.4. 1,178 people have provided

feedback.
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